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QUESTION: 1
As a Network Engineer in an international corporation, you are familiar with the Cisco products,
services and solutions. Which of the following statement describes one of the characteristics of
the Cisco Validated Design (CVD) architectural selling approach?

A. This approach does not support verticalization although it is aligned to partner programs.
B. This approach integrates solutions by combining technologies that are aligned to customer
buying patterns.
C. This approach is not aligned to partner programs although it supports verticalization.
D. This approach separates technologies on the basis of customer buying patterns.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
In MPLS networks, what is the benefit of disabling TTL propagation?

A. To provide a visible extension of MPLS TTL functionality in a non-MPLS-enabled domain
B. To improve the IGP convergence time
C. To hide visibility to the core (provider) routers in the MPLS network
D. To provide a visible extension of IP TTL functionality in an MPLS-enabled domain

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
HSRP, known as Hot Standby Router Protocol, is a Cisco proprietary redundancy protocol. As
an experienced network administrator, you are required to configure HSRP on a Companys
network. Which TWO of the following will be available and shared between the routers
configured with HSRP? (Choose two.)

A. a shared single interface
B. the ability to track serial interfaces
C. UDP-based hello packets
D. the impact of flapping links if timers are too low

Answer: B, D
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QUESTION: 4
You have just configured HSRP group 10 in your network. Which MAC address will your
default gateway use?

A. 0000.5E00.010a
B. 0000.0c07.ac0a
C. 0000.0c07.0110
D. 000.0cac.070a

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
As there are several logging modes, which mode will a Companys router use when it stores log
messages in Random Access Memory?

A. syslog logging
B. console logging
C. buffered logging
D. terminal logging

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
On a Cisco Catalyst 4500 Series, the fail LED is lit for one if its two power supplies. Which
command would you use to check on this problem?

A. Show module
B. Show errdisable detect
C. Show environment
D. Show diagnostic content

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
Which description is making sense on the basis of the given information?
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A. BGP NSF awareness is enabled
B. 10.11.1.187 is configured as an NSF-capable BGP neighbor
C. BGP graceful restart awareness is enabled
D. SSO for BGP NSF capability is enabled

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
When HSRP is configured on a network, which two of these items are provided, which are
shared between the routers that run HSRP? (Choose two.)

A. Shared single interface
B. IP Address
C. TCP-based hello packets
D. MAC address

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 9
As an experienced technician, you are responsible for Technical Support in your company. One
of the trainees is asking you how to implement RIP routing contexts in MPLS VPN. How to
respond?

A. Routing contexts are implemented in a single routing process.
B. Routing contexts are implemented using multiple routing processes.
C. Routing contexts are implemented as a single instance of several routing processes.
D. Routing contexts are implemented as several instances of a single routing process.

Answer: D
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